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Abstract. In the present scenario we are living in a digital media and virtual world. To conveniently
communicate in digital world electronic data have to gradually increase. So it is a serious challenge
to manage the huge digital and electronic resources efficiently and accurately. One of the important
solutions of the above problem is text summarization i.e. an application of text mining. Representing
the gist of a text document is called summary. A rich summary always covers the maximum coverage,
high level of diversity and with user defined size. This paper proposes an approach for summarizing
the text documents by extractive way using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) that is known as
population based stochastic optimization technique and it has many similarities with evolutionary
computation techniques such as Genetic Algorithms (GA). The huge volume and dimensions of terms
have managed by the concepts of term document matrix followed by K-Means clustering with PSO
for acquiring optimal number of concepts clusters. Then apply constraint-driven concept for selecting
the best one. These key concepts were used to identify the significant gist in documents for text
summarization.
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1. Introduction
Now-a-days World Wide Web and digital library are flourished by creating and storing electronic
information and in parallel researchers take interest in text mining [3,26]. As the amount of
electronic information increases on the Internet, it becomes difficult to extract the information
quickly and most efficiently. The conventional Information Retrieval (IR) technologies have been
used in extracting the information but they are insufficient to retrieve required information
effectively. The volume of text information is gradually increasing, so documents summarization
becomes one of the essential tasks for information retrieval. The summarized information
represents the great volumes of information in a concise or compressed way. One of the best
ways of searching information effectively and efficiently is automatic summarization. The text
summarizer extracts the gist from the original documents and presents it in a condensed form
to the user [14,41].

Text summarization is a process to concise a huge amount of information into a small form
by selecting or extracting the highly important sentences and discarding the redundant one.
Abstractive and extractive are two types of summarization techniques are available. Abstractive
methods are described as expressing the same concepts by generating the new sentences after
reading and understanding the source document while extractive method selects or extracts the
sentences according to their weight and then concatenates them into concise form. The linguistic
quality control and content selection method in both summarization techniques are the common
challenging task. Linguistic quality ensures the coherent of content and very significant in
fluency. Content selection includes the selection of important content as well as removal of
redundant information and keeping of high level of content coverage.

Text summarization may be applied on single document or on set of multiple documents
[24, 42] . Mani and Maybury [21] proposed a text summarization method based on their
importance of sentences according to user’s needs. In this method a partial structure is generated
from source document which cover almost same topic.

The search engines like Google, Yahoo!, AltaVista, and others do not unnecessarily browse
the large volume of documents instead they produce the group of documents as per user’s
interest with a brief of each document to facilitate the process of finding required information
efficiently [9,32,33,41].

A text summarization model based on extractive content selection also proposed by Raj
Kumar et at. [26]. Text summarization method can also be classified in two categories namely
generic and query-focused [24,35,36]. A generic summary presents a sense of overall document’s
content while a query-focused summary focuses on the information that is relevant to the said
queries. The goal of the generic summary is to fetch the core information which is central to the
source documents and aim of query-focused summary is to build up a summary that can fulfill
the need of query generator.

2. Related Works
Various abstractive based and extractive based techniques have been proposed for generic multi-
document summarization. The heart of extractive method is to select highly weighted sentences.
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Radev el al. has proposed one of the popular extractive methods MEAD [25]. MEAD is a centroid
based method; it uses the centroid information of the clusters of sentences for selecting sentences.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) was proposed by Gong et at. [13]. Higher priorities sentences
are chosen for summary by LSA. Some other examples of text summarization methods include
the Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) based topic specification [19,40] and Conditional
Random Fields (CRF) based summarization [32]. The CRF method evaluates importance of
sentences of original documents and arranges them according to their importance [40] and NMF
model was based on semantic and symmetric of sentences.

Weighted Feature Subset Non-negative Matrix Factorization (WFSNMF) is an unsupervised
approach for clustering. WFSNMF method clusters the data by using the important features
and then assigns a numeric value as weights to data points [39]. This model has been applied
to document clustering, summarization, and visualization. Wang et at. [37] also proposed
weighted consensus summarization method which work by combining the result of different
summarization techniques for determining the relative contribution of an individual method to
the consensus.

Redundancy and diversity should be minimized to have effective document summarization.
Redundancy calculates the number of repeated terms in the document while diversity indicates
the number of terms which are different in the document. Redundancy can be overcome by firstly
selecting the top most sentences and then compare the similarity of rest of the sentences to that
of already selected one and then choose those sentences that have maximum dissimilarity [31].
Summarization task is a global inference problem and it is an attempt to optimize relevance,
redundancy, and length jointly [22]. One of the many approaches Maximal Marginal Relevance
(MMR) [10] is to minimize the redundancy. For improving the performance of multi-document
summarization system Sarkar has proposed a sentence compression technique for extractive
summarization by using various local and global sentence-trimming rules [31]. Hybrid model
for text summarization problem are in use which is based on diversity selection, fuzzy concepts
and swarm intelligence [8]. The concept of swarm intelligence has used to suggest the weights
of the text features and to adjust the text feature scores. Important and unimportant features
can be differentiated easily using feature score. The trapezoidal membership function of fuzzy
logic is used to fuzzify the numerical values (crisp) of text features.

Selecting the best sentences by pursing the local greedy approximation is easier than the
selecting the best summary globally (global optimization problem) [4,5,15].

An extractive summarization based model has been proposed by Fillaova et at. [12]. The
resultant summary is considered as a unit which must conceptually cover maximum aspects
of source documents. A method for Text summarization, Maximum Coverage Problem with
Knapsack (MCKP) proposed in [34]. MCKP can easily identify whether all the concepts are
covered by the resultant summary or not. Baysian Sentence-based Topic Model (BSTM) works
on term-document and term-sentence associations used for multi-document summarization,
proposed by Wang et at. [38]. This model provides a principled way for text summarization by
doing probability distribution of selecting sentence of given topics. Huang et at. have focused on
the four objectives like coverage, significance and redundancy of information and cohesion of
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text in their proposed technique [16]. Optimization of distortion of information based approach
has been proposed by Ma and Wan in [20].

Maximum Coverage and Less Redundancy (MCLR) was proposed in [2] for summarization of
multiple documents based on Quadratic Boolean Programming (QBP) problem, which includes
two steps first according to the coverage of information or features score is calculated for every
sentence and then choose those sentences which are being considered to be added to the final
summary,if the sentence covers the maximum important aspects and minimum similarity with
other sentences. Besides these algorithms a lots of techniques have been proposed for the
same purpose based on clustering algorithms like Suffix Tree Clustering [43], Scatter [23], and
Bisecting K-Means Clustering [17]. A graph based model for information has been proposed in
[30]. This model has a remarkable impact on the real world industrial problem.

Kovaleva et at. [17] has focused on fact of enhancing the Principal Direction Division (PDD)
clustering method with the stopping criteria. Then this approach has been extended to Bisecting
K-Means and it is able to project the data onto random directions. This result has shown that
performance of this approach is better than others like hierarchical clustering algorithms, with
respect to the quality of clustering. Besides that, this algorithm is much more efficient.

A generic summarization technique has been presented by Rautray and Balabantaray which
[28] tracking the key feature as content coverage and redundancy aspects of single document
summary by using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. The objective function
is designed for solving such problem by taking weighted average of content coverage and
redundancy features. The objective function used in [28] is also used in another single document
summarizer in [29] which takes the features of text as an input arguments instead of sentence
weights as input arguments as in [28]. One of the PSO based extractive summarizers [7] uses
expression of Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) as fitness function.
Asgari et at. [6] presented a summarization model based on PSO by considering summary
features such as content coverage, readability and length. In [1] a summarization technique
based on PSO and clustering has been proposed. The input of the technique is taken from
multiple documents. After taking input similarity score has been calculated between sentences.
The output is ensured to achieve the maximum content coverage and reach to threshold
diversity. Similarity metric also used by Alguliev et at. [4] for achieving the goals to fulfill
content coverage, diversity and length constant applicable for multi-documents summarization.
Another Cat Swarm Optimization (CSO) based multi-documents summarization technique has
been proposed by Rautray et at. [27]. The proposed method focuses on the some key aspects
like content coverage, readability and cohesion. This method is found better than the Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA) after evaluating the output
of the method over DUC dataset.

3. Proposed Model
The summarization is based on k-means clustering algorithm. To measure the similarity or
dissimilarity cosine measure is used. After clustering summary is generated by using different
constraints like diversity, content coverage and length.
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3.1 The Cosine Measure
The similarity measure of text mining is one of the important issues of Natural Language
Processing, Information Retrieval and Text Mining. Vector Space Model (VSM) technique is
used to represent the textual units in vector form [ ]. This vector form is used to measure
similarity and dissimilarity between textual units. Textual units are represented in vector form
which is used to calculate the similarity between them.

Let the source document has m number terms, say t1, t2, . . . , tk then a si number is given by
si = [wi1, . . . ,wim].

In this vector representation wi1, . . . ,wim represents the weights of term t1, t2, . . . , tm in
sentence si respectively. The weight or importance wik of term tk in sentence si is calculated
using the concept of Term Frequency (TF) and Inverse Sentence Frequency (ISF)

wik =TFik × log(n/nk) , (3.1)

where TFik is TF that indicates total number of term tk present in sentence si , n is the total
number of sentences in documents and nk indicates how many total number of sentences in
which term tk appears. The term log(n/nk) is commonly called ISF represents for global weight
of term tk.

The traditional IR system initially used the ISF concept to enhance the power of
discrimination of the terms. Nowadays, cosine similarity measure is used to calculate similarity
between two sentence vectors [ ]. Cosine similarity between two vectors si and s j is defined as
below:

sim(si, s j)=
∫ m

k=1 wikw jk√∫ m
k=1 w2

ik ·
∫ m

k=1 w2
jk

, i, j = 1, . . . ,n . (3.2)

3.2 Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population based technique, mainly used for discovering
favourable regions within search space. In this content two terms are defined one is particle
another is swarm. Particle is a member of population and swarm indicates all particles in a
group. Flying velocity of particle is adjusted dynamically by using flying experience of its own
and also its companions’ to get the best position in search space which it ever encountered. The
best position obtained by each particle is broadcasted for swarm. In the local variant topology,
each particle can be assigned to its neighbours group, which comprises a predefined number of
particles.

The PSO algorithm starts by considering solutions that is mainly a group of particles (swarm)
randomly. Then in every cycle swarm will update its best velocity and position value by using
eq. (3.3) and eq. (3.4) respectively. The optimal solution will come after multiple iterations.

V id(t+1)=V id(t)+ c1∗ r1d∗ (Pid− X id)+ c2∗ r2d∗ (P gd− X id) (3.3)

X id(t+1)= X id(t)+V id(t+1) (3.4)

where
the velocity of particle i is V id(t) at iteration t,
the position of particle i is X id(t) at iteration t,
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the velocity of particle iV i(t+1) at iteration t+1,
the position of particle i is X i(t+1) at iteration t+1,
r1d, r2d are random number between (0,1),
c1 cognitive acceleration coefficient,
c2 social acceleration coefficient

The PSO algorithm works in following steps.

1. Initialize the particle of population with random position and velocity vector.

2. For each particle’s position (p) fitness value is calculated.

3. If fitness p > pBest then pBest = p.

4. Go to step 2 utile all particle exhausted.

5. gBest = max(pBest).

6. update particle velocity and position using the equation

7. go to step 2 until optimal solution.

The many version of PSO have been proposed such as continuous particle swarm
optimization and binary particle swarm optimization. Esmin in [19] it has been proved that
PSO covered search space easily without being trapped in local minima or maxima, so it
performed faster in comparison to others. In PSO, swarm (cluster) contains a number of data
points (particle). It always starts with a seed value. A particle is used to represents the cluster
centroid Nc.

3.3 The Proposed Algorithm
1. Construct Term-Document Matrix A from unstructured text document.

2. Define maximum number of cluster k as suitable number.

3. Initialize each clusters with the cluster centroid {O1,O2, . . . ,Ok} ∀ k > 1.

4. Select seed particle with random position and velocity.

5. Do

6. for all particles(sentence) do

6.1. Assign each sentence to the nearest cluster centroids.

d(Oi, xi)< d(Oi, x j), i 6= j, i = 1,2, . . . ,n,

where d(Oi, xi)= v(Oi − xi)2.
6.2. Recalculate each cluster center to be equal to the mean of all vector points within

that cluster.

Oi ← 1
n

n∑
j=1

x j .

6.3. Calculate similarity of a particle as fitness f with its cluster centroid by eq. (3.2).

f ←min(sim(si, s j)) .

6.4. if f (Oi)< pBest then

pBest ← f (Oi)
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6.5. if pBest < gBest then

gBest ← pBest

6.6. Update particle velocity and position using eq. (3.3) and eq. (3.4).

7. Save the all clusters centroids with smallest fitness value.

8. End for

9. Until (maximum iteration >maxIteration or noChange(gBest)).

10. Return all the k clusters with fitness value in ascending order.

11. Final cluster is selected by using eq. (3.5) and eq. (3.6) and eq. (3.8).

3.4 Cluster Selection for Summary
After getting all the clusters the following constraints [24] like coverage, diversity and length
are calculated. The diversity constraints are given by

Θdriver =
n−1∑
i=1

n∑
j= j+1

sim(si, s j)xi · x j , (3.5)∑
si ,s j∈S

sim(si, s j)=Θdriver , (3.6)

where i 6= j and Θdriver is the threshold of diversity (the diversity constraint). The higher value
of Θdriver achieves low level of diversity.

Θcount = sim(o, os) ·
n∑

i=1
sim(o, s)xi . (3.7)

The constraints of content coverage may be written as

sim(S,D)≥Θcount , (3.8)

where Θcount is content coverage (the content coverage constraint) and o and os indicate the
mean of original document and summary respectively. The higher value of Θcount corresponds
to higher level of similarity between generated summary and source document:

n∑
i=1

l ixi = L , (3.9)

xi ∈ {0,1} , (3.10)

where L and l i indicate the length of summary and sentence si respectively. The eq. (3.4) shows
that length constraints never be violated and eq. (3.5) implies the integrity constraints.

Each swarm consists of most dissimilar particles. Then content coverage and diversity
constraints are estimated for each swarm and select the most desirable one. Then numbers of
sentences are placed into the final summary by eq. (3.9).

4. Result Analysis
The proposed algorithm has been evaluated on ten different documents collected from legal case
report data set contains Australian legal cases from the Federal Court of Australia (FCA). This
is an open source dataset. For evaluating the result Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting
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Evaluation (ROUGE) [42] is used to compare the system generating summary with the human
generated summary to analyze the quality. Here we use ROUGE-N and N = 1 and 2 and these
are compatible for evaluating signal document summarization technique [18].

ROUGE-N=
∑

s∈xsummref

∑
N-gram∈s Count(N-gram)

match∑
s∈xsummref

∑
N-gram∈s Count(N-gram)

,

where N is length of the N-gram, the highest number of N-grams is represented by CountN-gram
match

among candidate summary and reference-summaries. Count(N-gram) indicates number of
N-grams present in the reference summaries.

Table 1. Average Precision, Recall and F-Measure using ROUGE-1

Dataset Precision Recall F-Measure
Document1 42 40.67 41.32
Document 2 46 42.67 44.27
Document 3 47.1 45.5 46.29
Document 4 49.02 43.9 46.32
Document 5 46.9 44.4 45.62
Document 6 50.7 41.2 45.46
Document 7 48.4 42.63 45.33
Document 8 48.07 43 45.39
Document 9 50.4 43.9 46.93
Document 10 53.01 43.7 47.91
Average 48.16 43.15 45.48

Table 2. Average Precision, Recall and F-Measure using ROUGE-2

Dataset Precision Recall F-Measure
Document 1 22 20.3 21.12
Document 2 24.2 19 21.29
Document 3 21 21.2 21.10
Document 4 20.9 16 18.12
Document 5 23.01 17 19.55
Document 6 21.9 19.4 20.57
Document 7 19.5 13 15.6
Document 8 22.1 15.9 18.5
Document 9 23 15 18.16
Document 10 20.8 14.7 17.22
Average 21.841 17.12 19.12

The average precision, recall and F-measure of swarm model are 47.741, 43.028 and 44.669
for ROUGE-1, respectively. By using ROUGE-2 average precision, recall and F-measure of
swarm model are 21.622, 18.828 and 19.776, respectively.
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Table 3. Result comparison

Proposed Model (Average) Swarm Model (Average)
Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure

ROUGE-1 48.16 43.15 45.48 47.741 43.028 44.669
ROUGE-2 21.841 17.12 19.12 21.622 18.828 19.776
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Figure 1. Evaluation graph of Proposed Method

5. Conclusion
In this paper the proposed method is based on extractive summarization. In extractive
summarization to select the relevant sentence is a very complex task. So to generate the
better result we have applied the PSO algorithm with similarity measurement as a fitness
function with the three well defined constraints. To analysis the result we have improved recall,
precision, f -factor by ROUGE-1 and precision by ROUGE-2. In future we can enhance the other
attributes by ROUGE-2.Throughout the model we never consider the complexity. So we can
focus and enhance the model to achieve the low complexity. In future the proposed algorithm
may be used to get the optimal solution from the multi-documents source.
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